
7 years and up

puzzle blockpuzzle block



This block belongs to

Your name

This block contains lots of fun puzzles:

mazes, picture puzzles and  
find-the-mistake pictures,  
connect the dots, logic riddles, jokes,  
sudokus and much more.

      Puzzles marked with a crown   
      are a bit more difficult.

Solutions are included at  
the end of the block.

Have fun with your puzzles!
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Finishing pictures
Can you finish colouring the clown? Look at the coloured 
half and colour the other half exactly the same.
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Connecting numbers

What is hiding in the lettuce? Connect the dots  
from 1 to 60.
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Honeycomb puzzle
          Each black hexagon has 6 colours around it:  
red, yellowyellow, blue, green, pink and orange.  
Two hexagons of the same colour are never  
side by side. Can you colour all the tiles  
correctly? Think carefully!
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Comparing carefully
          Which two halves belong together? Connect the left 
and the right halves correctly. Colour all white fields in the 
right colour.
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Puzzle block 7 years and up

 y fun with colourful and varied puzzles: mazes,  
picture puzzles and pictures with mistakes, silhouettes,  
jokes, connect the dots and logic riddles,  
brain teasers and sudokus

 y trains the ability to concentrate and logical thinking

 y ideal for at home and on the go

 y solutions are included at the end of the block
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